Oil Painting Workshop
Instructor : Tammy Callens
July 17th-19th
9:30am—4:00pm
250.00 3 day class, $50.00 deposit ( non- refundable) all levels are welcome.
Headwaters Arts and Convention Center -20 Stalnaker St. Dubois Wy
Class limit 10
Things you will need: ( This is a recommended list )
Easel.
Canvas, suggested sizes 9x12-11x14 ,
Oil Paint , Alizarin Crimson, Winsor Red, French Ultramarine Blue, Cobalt Blue, Sap Green ,
Veridian Green, Titanium White, Cadmium Yellow, Lemon Yellow, ( I use Winsor Newton )
Oderless Turp, OR SunnySide oderless Paint Thinner
Brushes: Winsor Newton Monarch , Filbert … sizes 2-10
Paper towels, Trash bag.
….and what ever else makes you happy !
This workshop will Focus on: The ABC’s of Painting. “The elements of painting that I believe
help create an original painting. A painting that reflects what the artist is hoping to create. We
all have our own vision. Its about learning the skills we need to express that inner creative, for
the beginner, it can be a moving target, I hope to help you break down the process to simpler
terms.
Projected schedule : Days one and two will start with a demos. Day one, still life, Day two ,
Figure, or head study, Day three, we will continue working on paintings . I would like to paint
outside , weather permitting. ( I would love a Volunteer for the day 2 ).
ARTIST : TAMARA CALLENS is a professional oil painter who began painting pure landscape
from life in the Pacific Northcoast, Humboldt Co. The oceans and valleys provided many
escapes for a painter. Studying with the Locals, Jim McVicker, Terry Oats, George Van Hook,
Steve Porter, this was solid beginning for a person with no formal training.
Tamara currently resides in Driggs Idaho, with access to the beauty of the nearby National
Parks. Fishing and Wildlife.
Tamara shows her work in several galleries across the States, and has been noticed with a few
prestigious awards: Artists Magazine 2nd place overall in two categories. Most recently the
Versallie Foundation in NYC awarded Tamara with the 2017 yearly “Munn Award ” which is a
Fellowship for one Artist to spend 3 months in Giverny, provided with a key to Monets Garden,
a flat a private Studio on the grounds. as well as a exhibition to finish the stay.
Visit: www.tammycallens.com
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